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WHY?

• We are starting the feeling buddies curriculum to align with conscious 
discipline and support social and emotional health. 

• The feeling buddies curriculum will replace our second step program in KCI 
classes. 

• This program was funded by a grant that to prevents child abuse and neglect in 
Alaska. The hope is by teaching children the skills to handle their own upset 
there will be fewer instances of frustration among parents. 



ABOUT THE CURRICULUM

• Lessons will take 20 minutes. 

• Two lessons are to be completed a week. 

• The feeling buddies curriculum teaches the five 
step process of self-regulation. 

• Teachers can choose to spend longer on lessons if it 
is needed or add a third lesson to the week if the 
children are understanding the material

• It is recommended that the curriculum be 
taught early- and it takes roughly 18 weeks. 

• The sooner we teach the curriculum the sooner the 
children can use their safe spot. 

• Using the 18 week plan, the curriculum should be 
complete in January. 

• Once the curriculum is taught, teachers can go 
back to reteach lessons and add extension 
activities to deepen understanding. 

• Children love to talk and share and while this 
can be done in a large group, CDC 
recommends smaller groups if you have chatty 
children so every one can feel heard. 

The feeling buddies curriculum was created to 
support conscious discipline in the classroom 

setting. 

The Managing Emotional Mayhem book was 
created to educate teacher about the science 
behind the program. Each classroom was given 
this book, and it should be read before each 

chapter. For example, when teaching ‘I am’ in the 
curriculum, read ‘I am’ in the book prior.

The curriculum is most effective when using CDC 
teachable moments, using the safe place and the 

curriculum in conjunction. 



HOW IT WORKS

• The curriculum builds in a progressive order 
to deepen our understanding of emotions 
and how to handle them. 

• Children begin by learning to read body 
language and facial expressions in order to 
understand their emotions and label the 
feeling. 

• Then they learn calming strategies so they 
can begin to put a pause between the 
emotion and an action. 

• Ultimately, they learn problem-solving skills 
for handling the problem now and help to 
prevent similar problems in the future.  All 
conflict stars with upset. Without being able 
to regulate the upset, conflict resolution is 
impossible. 
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OVERVIEW

0-4:18
5:25-8:06

7 min



SETTING UP SAFE PLACE
4:30

Completing the Process –
Christina 6:00

10



CIRCLE TIME

Circle Time

Songs by Lesson
4.1 Helping my buddy 2:53
3.5 Did you know? 1.53
4.1 Bye Bye Buddies .47

10



THE FIVE STEPS OF SELF REGULATION

• I am  1:06

• I calm 1:26

• I feel 5:17

• I choose 6:13-7:13

• I Solve 1:40

• 10



CHALLENGING CHILDREN  

5:17



SUCCESS STORIES 

How Feeling Buddies Help 3:09
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